Overseas Information

Overseas Market Information

Doing Business with US Auto Companies
Members interested in the Auto Sector may contact the US based Global Auto Industry, whose profile is as below :
GlobalAutoIndustry.com, the leading worldwide portal and intelligence source for the automotive industry, has announced the
launch of GlobalAutoCommunity, a web-based supplier community where automotive suppliers worldwide can meet, collaborate,
track, and manage their projects as well as their own international supply chain - all this in a secure multi-featured environment,
from any computer, anywhere in the world.
GlobalAutoCommunity also allows automotive suppliers world-wide to post and view RFQ’s. The new RFQ response system
provides a secure environment to post RFQ’s to specific suppliers or to all suppliers in the directory space. Data is exchanged between
members on an invitation basis only, so no information is exchanged unless members want it to be.
Amongst its many features, GlobalAutoCommunity includes a new RFQ response system, a more robust communication system,
and a larger automotive supplier directory, along with global expert and technology directories.
Suppliers can meet other suppliers from around the globe, exchange RFQ’s, and manage projects with new suppliers as well as their
own supply chain. They can also view CAD files by using state of the art CAD visualization technology. All this is accomplished
in a secure and controlled environment.
In addition to providing suppliers with targeted search features, directory lists, and communication exchanges, GlobalAutoCommunity’s
easy-to-use interface provides suppliers with the ability to organize, streamline, track, and centralize any type of project workspace.
This powerful tool improves team communication and adds visibility to all steps of the project planning process.
GlobalAutoCommunity.com is powered by WebTrack, a next-generation, web-based project management and collaboration
application, designed by Creative System Dynamics to make project management trouble free and straightforward. A 30-day free
‘test-drive’ is currently being offered as well as online training sessions for suppliers located worldwide.
Here are some of the benefits GlobalAutoCommunity offers :
- directory lists of automotive suppliers and global experts
- targeted search features
- easy-to-use interface
- ability to organize, streamline, track, and centralize any type of project workspace
- improved team communication
- visibility to all steps of the project planning process
- ability to communicate, exchange and post information such as RFQ’s, CAD files, purchase orders
- ability to view CAD files by using state of the art CAD visualization technology
- all this is accomplished in a secure and controlled environment.
For more information, contact Michael DaMour at (248) 526-3312 or MDaMour@GlobalAutoIndustry.com.
(Source : EEPC Chicago Ofice)
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